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Treating The O9A Like Al-Qaeda

In a development late June 2022, antifascists are falling over themselves to allege - again, without providing any
evidential facts - that former American Marine and resident of New York city Matthew Belanger, recently arrested on
weapons charges by the FBI, was "linked to" the O9A. An allegation is that he interacted with anonymous individuals
claiming to be O9A on some encrypted Internet discussion 'channel' associated with dishonourable proclivities and
activities of the kind that FBI agent provocateur Sutter used as the basis for his 'black propaganda' in a governmentfunded/Establishment campaign to discredit the O9A. {1}
No doubt some if not all of the anonymous individuals Belanger communicated with were FBI agents or informants,
such as Sutter, as was the case with Ethan Melzer. Which, as with Melzer, raises concerns whether this was
entrapment. A concern no so-called 'investigative' journalist in Britain or America has dared to raise since every one of
them who reported on Melzer's case accepted without question the government line just as they accepted without
question Sutter's 'black propaganda' as representative of O9A beliefs.
Which mention of Melzer brings us to the Establishment using Melzer's case "to establish legal precedent for the
Order of Nine Angles as an extremist ideology now oﬃcially linked to a terrorism conviction." {2} Which precedent
would be used to ban the O9A as a terrorist entity, and thus lead to the heretical O9A being treated like Western
governments treat al-Qaeda.
This despite the fact that such a 'legal precedent' is based on government propaganda, disinformation, and
unsubstantiated allegations, and not on evidential facts.
° Propaganda:
U.S. Attorney Damian Williams said: "As he admitted in court today, Ethan Melzer attempted to orchestrate
a murderous ambush on his own unit by unlawfully disclosing its location, strength, and armaments to a neoNazi, anarchist, white supremacist group." {3}
Reality:
Melzer pleaded guilty to three charges none of which mentioned the O9A with the charges being:
"attempting to murder U.S. service members; providing and attempting to provide material support to
terrorists; and illegally transmitting national defense information."
The alleged "terrorists" were not named; and neither were those he transmitted national defense information to. In
truth,
"Court papers reveal the individuals he was communicating with online weren't members of the Order of
Nine Angles - or 09A - as he believed, but rather, government informants who helped build the case against
him." {4}
Which documents include an aﬃdavit from an FBI Special Agent who admitted that an FBI "conﬁdential source" posed
as an O9A "member". {5} The probability is that this particular FBI source was Sutter.
° Propaganda:
"Melzer has been a member of O9A since at least 2017." {3}
Reality:
(i) In pre-trial interviews Melzer denied being a member of the O9A stating he was merely curious about the O9A and

said its beliefs were the "polar opposite" of his own. {4}
(ii) There is no such thing as a "member" of some entity - some group, 'cult', or organization - named the O9A/Order of
Nine Angles since it is established from O9A primary sources, {6} that the O9A is an esoteric philosophy/subculture
and not a group, 'cult', or organization with members. {7}
Since the American Department of Justice, et al, have alleged there is such membership, it is for them to provide
evidential facts in support of that unsubstantiated allegation. They have not provided any evidence, and neither has
anyone else.
Which of course has not stopped, and will not stop, antifascists and others from committing the fallacy of appeal to
authority and thus citing the American Department of Justice as 'proof' that Melzer was a member and as 'proof' that
the O9A has members.
° Propaganda:
"In both the presentation of Assistant U.S Attorney Matthew Hellman on June 24 and the expert testimony a
month prior of Dr. Pete Simi, an academic specializing in right-wing extremism, a formal record was made not
only of Melzer’s ties to the ideology, but speciﬁcs of its origins, inﬂuence on the contemporary far right at
large, practices and goals, and how the former soldier’s actions comported with the Satanist cult’s social
Darwinist principles, as Dr. Simi testiﬁed on May 24th." {2}
Reality:
1. Since the O9A is a esoteric philosophy/subculture no one can speak or write "on behalf of" the O9A. So, just what
ties did Melzer have to the O9A:
(i) That he read some O9A texts? What texts? Were they primary O9A sources such as the published writings of Anton
Long or the (mis)interpretations by others of O9A esoteric philosophy/subculture? (ii) That he corresponded via the
Internet with anonymous people pretending to be O9A who gave their personal (mis)interpretations of O9A esoteric
philosophy?
Until such questions are answered with evidential facts provided in support, such speculation about 'ties' is just that:
speculation.
In addition, no philosophy/subculture/religion can be held responsible for the illegal activities of one or more of its selfproclaimed or alleged followers. Are the Gospels, for instance, responsible for those who call themselves or are called
Christians - be they priests or ministers or lay-people - who abuse children? Of course not. The Gospels do not condone
nor incite such despicable things, just as the writings of Anton Long do not condone or incite them.
2. The lack of knowledge of the O9A by the so-called academic specialist, Pete Simi, is obvious in his statement that
the O9A has "social Darwinist principles" when the O9A, as evident in the writings of Anton Long, detests "social
Darwinist principles". As Anton Long wrote in 2011,
"The doctrine Might is Right – variously expressed in texts and writings such as those by the pseudonymous
Ragnar Redbeard, by Nietzsche, and by proponents of what is known as social Darwinism – is the doctrine,
the philosophy (or more correctly, the instinct, the raison d'être) of the cowardly bully for whom instinct,
mere brute physical strength, or superior weaponry, or superior numbers, command respect and enable
them to intimidate and bully others and so get their own way [...]
Why the doctrine of the bully? Because those individuals who adhere to this doctrine, consciously or
otherwise, lack both manners and culture (that is, they lack reﬁnement, good breeding, and self-control) and
as a modern archetype they represent nothing so much as brutish talking animals who walk upright and who
possess a very high opinion of themselves; and an opinion that is more delusion than reality. Perhaps most
importantly, such individuals do not possess that instinct for disliking rottenness that is the mark of the
evolved, the aristocratic, the cultured, human being. Thus are they akin to uncultured barbarians." {8}
It is highly likely that the so-called academic specialist never bothered to ﬁnd O9A primary sources - the published
writings of Anton Long between 1976-2012 - and instead committed the fallacies of illicit transference and appeal to
authority. In the former case taking what some misinformed/unknowledgeable supporter(s) of O9A
philosophy/subculture believed and write about as representative of the O9A; and in the latter case using the personal
opinions of individuals such as Goodrick-Clarke and Massimo Introvigne who also did not use O9A primary sources .
{9}
Which of course has not stopped, and will not stop, antifascists and others from committing the fallacy of appeal to
authority and thus citing U.S Attorney Matthew Hellman and that so-called academic specialist as 'proof' that the O9A
inﬂuenced Melzer and that the O9A has "social Darwinist principles".
↔

{1} In regard to Sutter's black propaganda refer to O9A: The Occult Phantom Menace, available at https://archive.org
/download/o-9-a-occult-menace/o9a-occult-menance-v3.pdf
By the Establishment is meant those who in modern Western societies have the power, the means, to inﬂuence and to
shape 'public opinion' on matters political and social. The Establishment thus includes politicians and the incumbent
government of America and the governments of Europe countries and often the 'political opposition'; large often
multinational business enterprises; the mainstream Media, especially national newspapers and television news media;
well-funded special-interest advocacy groups both political and business-orientated; established academics whose
work has featured in mainstream publications; and so-called 'independent' or 'freelance' or 'investigative' journalists
whose work is used by and/or praised by the mainstream Media.
The orthodoxy of the current Western era includes the following: the dogma of racial equality; that multiculturalism is
'good'; that those who oppose multiculturalism are 'bad' and that their views should be at best described as
"extremism" and at worst suppressed by being made illegal.
{2} https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/neo-nazi-1378280/
{3} https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/us-army-soldier-pleads-guilty-attempting-murder-fellow-service-membersdeadly-ambush
{4} https://www.usnews.com/news/us/articles/2022-06-25/army-privates-plea-shelved-internet-fantasy-chat-defense
{5} Sworn aﬃdavit of FBI special agent Faye Stephen - assigned to the New York Joint Terrorism Task Force - before
Judge Stewart D. Aaron, Southern District New York, 4th June 2020.
{6} In respect of the esoteric philosophy of Anton Long the primary sources are the writings which were published
under the name 'Anton Long' - or the two pseudonyms he admitted to using: Stephen Brown' and Thorold West - and
distributed between 1976 and 2012, the year 'Anton Long' oﬃcially retired as Grand Master of the O9A. All other
writings distributed under the moniker O9A/Order of Nine Angles or by supporters of O9A philosophy are not primary
sources but are at best secondary or tertiary sources.
The primary sources are: (i) the typewritten MS Naos: A Practical Guide To Modern Magick; (ii) the two volumes of
typewritten facsimile letters titled The Satanic Letters of Stephen Brown; (iii) the four novels of The Deofel Quartet: (a)
Falcifer, (b) Temple of Satan, (c) The Giving, (d) The Greyling Owl; and (iv) the texts signed Anton Long in the two
compilations The Deﬁnitive Guide To The Order of Nine Angles: Theory and Praxises (seventh edition) and the 2012
archive of the now defunct nineangles dot info website.
All these writings, which amount to thousands of pages, have been publicly and freely available since 2015 and as of
July 2022 are still available:
° Naos and The Deofel Quartet are included in The Deﬁnitive Guide, available at https://archive.org/download
/deﬁnitive-guide-to-the-order-of-nine-angles_202201/deﬁnitive-guide-to-the-order-of-nine-angles.pdf
° The Satanic Letters are available at (i) https://archive.org/download/satanicletters-1/satanicletters-1.pdf and (ii)
https://archive.org/download/satanicletters-2/satanicletters-2.pdf
° The website archive is available at https://archive.org/download/o-9-a-website-archive-2012/O9A-Website-Archive2012.pdf
{7} O9A philosophy is described in The Boundaries Of O9A Philosophy, https://web.archive.org/web/20220428144722
/https://theo9away.ﬁles.wordpress.com/2021/12/o9a-boundaries-philosophy-v9.pdf
O9A subculture is described in the 1520 page compilation Order Of Nine Angles Subculture: A Complete Guide,
available at https://archive.org/download/subculture_complete/o9a-subculture-complete.pdf
{8} The De-Evolutionary Nature of Might is Right, included in Nine Classic O9A Texts, https://archive.org/download
/classic-o9a-texts-9_202112/classic-o9a-texts-9.pdf
{9} Refer to (i) The Urban Tale Of Myatt And Long, included in The FBI Funded Campaign To Discredit The Order Of
Nine Angles, https://archive.org/download/o-9-a-occult-menace/o9a-occult-menance-v3.pdf and (ii) Antifascist
Fallacies And Silence included in the compilation O9A: An Orible Dragone, https://archive.org/download/o9a-dragon
/o9a-horrid-dragon.pdf
°°°°°°°
More Gutter-Press Smears

In regard to the case of Ethan Melzer and other such cases where the O9A is mentioned, journalists and others - be
they antifascists or otherwise - always make mention of David Myatt believing as they do the antifascist fantasy, or
what is now the Establishment orthodoxy, that Myatt is 'Anton Long' despite the fact that no one in over forty years

has provided anything evidential in support of that fantasy/orthodoxy.
Some antifascist journalists go further and seize the opportunity to besmirch the character of, and try to demean,
Myatt himself. One of the latest to do so was Justin Ling whose gutter-press piece of character assassination - par for
the course for antifascist journalists - was replete with falsehoods, unsubstantiated allegations, ad hominems, and the
now obligatory pejorative quotes from Lowles of HateNotHope, mouthpiece as Lowles is for the Establishment
orthodoxy about Myatt and the O9A.
° Among Ling's many blatant and pejorative falsehoods are:
(i) that "there is ample evidence to back up the claim" that Myatt is Anton Long when there is no such
evidence, only unsubstantiated allegations and fallacies of reasoning including ad populum, appeal to
authority, and suppressed evidence, fallacies described in The Urban Tale Of Myatt And Long. {1}
Ling even goes on to claim that "Long and Myatt often use similar concepts and esoteric language" when the
decades old claim has been debunked many times, as recently in Author Proﬁling In The Case Of David Myatt
And Anton Long {2} which references The O9A Manual Of Style and provides screenshots from blogs dating
back to 2014.
(ii) his statement that "Myatt brieﬂy glances over his departure from Islam and his return to the United
Kingdom before his autobiography peters out into a lengthy set of footnotes and appendices," when even a
cursory glance at Myatt's freely available autobiography - at https://davidmyatt.ﬁles.wordpress.com/2013/04
/david-myatt-myngath.pdf - reveals it continues past his departure from Islam to describe at length his
rejection of extremism and the development of his philosophy of pathei-mathos.
(iii) that when a Muslim Myatt opened an ad-driven 'geocities' website, with (a) no evidence provided for this
claim; (b) no research done into who (presumably a supporter of Myatt) did create such a site probably
because the likes of Ling and Lowles religiously believe such supporters do not exist; (c) no mention of the
fact that Myatt had no need of such a site since at the time he had his own paid-for website containing his
Islamic writings, an archive version of which is available and has been for years; {3} and (d) no mention of
the fact that Myatt's websites, then as now, all have the same simple style and never use 'javascript'.
° Among Ling's many ad hominems is that Myatt was "a dismal failure" as "an English inﬂuencer for al Qaeda" even
though: (i) Ling goes on to state that some of Myatt's Islamic writings were found among the possessions of Osama bin
Laden after bin Laden was killed by US Navy Seal Team Six; (ii) Myatt was mentioned in an oﬃcial NATO publication as
having, as a Muslim, travelled and spoke about Jihad in several Arab countries; {4} and (iii) in 2006 Myatt answered
questions from Muslims all over the world {5} in a session arranged through the website owned by Sheikh Yusuf alQaradawi, a highly respected Muslim scholar considered to be the spiritual leader of the Muslim Brotherhood.
° The obligatory pejorative quotes from Lowles include: (i) the opinionated "nothing in Myatt’s sanitized autobiography
should be taken too seriously," and (ii) an expression of his long-standing hatred of and bias regarding Myatt whom he
says "lies through his teeth."
Which on-going gutter-press smears, and the long-standing hatred of Myatt by the likes of biased Establishment
mouthpiece Lowles, only serve to reveal how heretical and troublesome and inﬂuential the Establishment consider
Myatt to be.
↔
{1} https://web.archive.org/web/20220523105635/https://theo9away.ﬁles.wordpress.com/2022/05/urban-tale-myatto9a-v5-1.pdf
See also Antifascist Fallacies And Silence included in the compilation O9A: An Orible Dragone, https://archive.org
/download/o9a-dragon/o9a-horrid-dragon.pdf
As previously noted by some O9A folk, the fallacy of appeal to authority in this internet age includes using Wikipedia as
a 'reliable source' about the O9A and about Mr Myatt.
However, the reality is that what Wikipedia uses as a so-called 'reliable source' is not scholarly research using primary
sources but (i) articles published in mainstream newspapers (printed and digital) and (ii) printed books written by
journalists and others which are published by mainstream publishers even if the authors of such books and articles
commit fallacies of reasoning such as the appeal to authority and the fallacy of Incomplete Evidence. That is, for
Wikipedia the criteria is not evidential facts established by unbiased scholarly research but the sources being published
or broadcast by mainstream, established, mediums, which thus makes Wikipedia reproduce or cite propaganda,
opinion-pieces, and authors who commit fallacies of reasoning.
In the case of the O9A, Wikipedia is an unreliable source since it cites articles and items whose authors (i) commit the
fallacy of illicit transference - generalize from a few instances; (ii) claim 'members' of the O9A or of an O9A nexion
have committed certain crimes, and (iii) that the O9A has incited and condoned such crimes, even though (a) since the
O9A is an esoteric philosophy now presenced as a subculture there are not and have never been any O9A members or
oﬃcial nexions and (b) such cited articles and items provide no evidence whatsoever from O9A primary sources

regarding inciting and condoned such crimes.
{2} Included in The FBI Funded Campaign To Discredit The Order Of Nine Angles, https://archive.org/download/o-9a-occult-menace/o9a-occult-menance-v3.pdf
{3} https://web.archive.org/web/20101111104858/http://www.davidmyatt.info/
{4] Mark Weitzmann, Anti-Semitism and Terrorism, in Dienel, Hans-Liudger (ed), Terrorism and the Internet: Threats,
Target Groups, Deradicalisation Strategies. NATO Science for Peace and Security Series, vol. 67. IOS Press, 2010.
pp.16-17
{5} A transcript is available at https://web.archive.org/web/20090101134818/http://www.davidmyatt.info/repliesonline.html

°°°°°°°
New Compilation

A new pdf compilation of recent O9A texts titled O9A: An Orible Dragone and containing:
°
°
°
°
°
°

Misunderstanding Denotata In The Esoteric Philosophy of Anton Long.
Anton Long, The O9A, And The Sinister Tradition.
The Order Of Nine Angles And The Question Of Evil.
Hostia: History, Authorship, And The O9A.
Why Has The O9A Been Targeted?
Fallacies And Silence In Respect Of The O9A.

is available at https://archive.org/download/o9a-dragon/o9a-horrid-dragon.pdf
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